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ABSTRACT
Locative Narratives tie elements of the narrative to phys-
ical locations that users must visit in order to experience.
While single reader locative stories and multiplayer locative
games are increasingly common, the intersection of these,
multi-reader locative narratives, are much less common. This
work will analyse prior works of Locatives Narrative and
Multi-User Locative Games in order to develop a model to
describe Multi-Reader Locative Narrative and present the
design for Shelley’s Heart (an in-development multi-reader
locative narrative) in the terms of this model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Locative Narratives are a storytelling medium that makes use
of location-based technologies such as the Global Positioning
System (GPS) to tie sections of its narrative to locations in
the real world so that users must physically visit the relevant
coordinates to experience sections of the narrative. This
works in a manner similar to the Locative Mobile Game
"Pokemon Go"1 which ties Pokemon to real life locations and
challenges users to visit said locations in order to catch the
prior mentioned Pokemon.
This paper focuses on Co-Presence within Locative Narra-
tives; Co-Presence refers to a situation in which two or more
users are connected to the same system and can in some way
inuence one another’s experiences within that system. To
provide an example of Co-Presence and to remain consistent,
within the Locative Game "Pokemon Go" users can place
their captured Pokemon within Gyms and these Pokemon
will then appear within that Gym for other users to ght.
To explore Co-Presence within Locative Narratives an
original linear locative narrative - Shelley’s Heart - is being
adapted into a Multi-Reader Branching Locative Narrative.
The narrative is set in St. Peter’s Church which is the nal
resting place of Mary Shelley and her husband’s heart, it
follows modern reincarnations of herself and her friends as
they confront their monsters.
To eectively develop Shelley’s Heart into a locative nar-
rative that demonstrates co-presence this paper will propose
a model to describe the inuences users can exert on one
another’s experience of the narrative, this model will be used
to describe the current design of the Co-Present Locative
Narrative version of Shelley’s Heart, and lastly an account
of the authoring process will be provided so that it can be
contrasted to the development of Single-Reader Locative
Narratives.
1Pokemon GO, Niantic, 2016
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2 BACKGROUND
Several Locative Narratives have been developed over the
years; "Hopstory"[16], "RIOT!"[5], "Media Portrait of the
Liberties"[15], "Viking Ghost Hunt"[14], "Snow White is
Missing"[9], and "Tiree Tales"[12]. These projects described
the authoring process for Locative Narratives, provided data
demonstrating these narratives’ positive reception and showed
that Locative Systems can function as an eective medium
for narrative.
While the prior mentioned Locative Narratives are all
single-user experiences the majority of Locative Games are
multi-user experiences; "Pirates!"[4], "ArQuake"[19], "Can
You See Me Now?"[2], "Uncle Roy All around you"[3], "Bill"[6],
Tycoon[6], "Feeding Yoshi"[1], "Capture the Flag"[7], "Hitchers"[8],
and "Barabarossa"[11] are all examples of multi-user Locative
Games. These Multi-User Locative Games, like the Single-
User Locative Narratives, were received positively which
shows that Locative Systems can also function as an eec-
tive medium for Multi-User experiences.
Despite the prior mentioned success of Single-User Loca-
tive Narratives and Multi-User Locative Games there hasn’t
been thorough exploration of Multi-User Locative Narratives,
one that is built on the foundations of what has been learnt
from the prior mentioned elds.
Millard proposed a model of structures that occur within
Locative Narrative[13], specically, the model proposed three
primary structures; Canyon’s, Deltas, and Plains. Hargood
proposed an extensions to this model that consisted of sev-
eral patterns that can exist within the structures of Locative
Narrative[10]; Parallel Threads, Gating, Concurrent Nodes,
Alternative Nodes, Foldback, Phasing, and Unlocking. The
patterns relevant to this work are Parallel Threads, Alterna-
tive Nodes, and Foldback.
Packer[17] proposes a writers toolkit for the development
of Locative Narrative which consists of several types of con-
siderations; Dealbreakers, Pragmatics, and Aesthetics. Deal-
breakers describe a set of requirements that if not adhered
to mean a user would not read a locative narrative or they
would not nish it, Pragmatics described how you could best
utilize the environment of a location to direct a user through
a narrative, and Aesthetics described how you could form a
connection between the locations you’ve tied the narrative
to and the themes of your narrative.
This selection of research provides a foundation for devel-
oping a Locative Narrative and thereof it has been used to
inform the development of Shelley’s Heart’s Locative Narra-
tive Design. However this work doesn’t provide a foundation
for Co-Present element of the Narrative which is what sepa-
rates Shelley’s Heart from other Locative Narratives, in order
to address this research relating to Co-Presence will be used
to supplement.
Spawforth has examined Co-Presence in Video Games in
order to develop a taxonomy intended to describe the interac-
tions between users and he has proposed several concepts for
Co-Present Locative Narratives [18]. Spawforth’s taxonomy
however focuses on how interactions are perceived by the
participating users, it doesn’t currently describe how these
interactions are eecting the narrative and so it’ll need to be
expanded in order to accommodate this.
3 EXTENDING MODELS OF CO-PRESENCE
As previously mentioned Spawforth[18] provides a taxon-
omy that can describe interactions between users but this
extensions to Spawforth’s taxonomy explores Co-Presence
through the lens of "inuence", specically, how one user’s
actions are translated to other users within the system. In-
uence is composed of several elements; Inuence Selection,
Inuence Timing, Inuence Target, and Inuence Method.
Inuence Selection refers to the method used by the nar-
rative system to determine which user or users will be given
the ability to inuence another user’s experiences. There are
two types of Inuence Selection in the form of Autocratic
Inuence and Democratic Inuence; Autocratic Inuence is
when a single user’s interactions inuence other user’s expe-
riences while a Democratic Inuence is when several user’s
combined interactions inuence other user’s experiences.
Autocratic inuence is typically assigned via a milestone;
Being the rst or last to do something. Democratic Inuence
is typically assigned by the number of people that have done
something; The majority or minority choice.
Figure 1: Delayed Inuence vs. Instant Inuence
Inuence Timing refers to the amount of time that passes
between an interaction occurring and its inuence being
experienced, specically, it refers either to a Instant Inuence
or a Delayed Inuence. Instant Inuence describes when
the Inuence exerted immediately eects the experience
while Delayed Inuence describes when time passes between
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the interaction and the inuence being experienced. This is
demonstrated diagrammatically in gure 1.
Inuence Target refers to the element of the narrative that
is being inuenced, specically, it describes if the inuence
being exerted by a user will alter the Fabula or the Discourse
of the narrative. Fabula refers to the events of the narrative
and the chronological order they occur in while discourse
represents how these will be presented to the user. This is
demonstrated diagrammatically in gure 2.
Figure 2: Fabula Inuence Versus Discourse Inuence
Inuence Method refers to how an interaction is imple-
mented within the narrative; this can be as a Guiding Inu-
ence or as a Generative Inuence. A Guiding Inuence is
one that restricts which options other users can select and
therefor guides them through a narrative while a Generative
Inuence instead adds entirely new content to the story.
4 SHELLEY’S HEART
The story of Shelley’s Heart follows four protagonists; Mary,
Byron, John, and Percy. The prior three are modern reincar-
nations of Mary Shelley, Lord Byron, and John Keats respec-
tively while the later is the ghostly manifestation of Percy
Shelley who has been bound to this earth until he reclaims
his heart. The story is spurred to begin due to a chance en-
counter between the spectral Percy and Mary which provides
the motivation for Mary to gather Byron and John in order to
seek Percy out within St. Peter’s Church. Each of the four pro-
tagonists have separate journeys within the church’s yard;
At points the cast will intersect, they’ll be faced by ghosts of
the past, and ultimately they’ll have to face Mary Shelley’s
monster. During their journeys the readers of each protag-
onist will be able to make decisions that alter the story for
themselves but they’ll also be able to make decisions that’ll
aect future readers of the other protagonists.
Shelley’s Heart is being implemented within Storyplaces
[10] which is a hypertext based Locative Narrative tool, and
for the purpose of creating a Co-Present Locative Narrative
additional functionality is being developed for the platform.
Authorial Process
Collaboration between the technologists/games designers
and the author of the original Shelley’s Heart narrative un-
derwent a similar process of many interdisciplinary research
projects in that reaching a shared vocabulary and learning
from each others’ expertise dominated much of the early
process. The original story was already a locative narratives
with shifts in perspectives between characters, making it a
natural t for experimentation with co-presence. The author
notes as follows:
"The original design of Shelley’s Heart in-
cluded many opportunities to shift between
narrative perspectives. As with the classic
lm Rashomon (Akira Kurosawa, 1950) this
allowed participants to discover how dier-
ent characters view the same dramatic mo-
ment in very dierent ways."
The concept of understanding dierent characters perspec-
tives and actions aligning with the reader understanding the
experience and action of other readers. However, we were
keen to experiment not just with the experience of other read-
ers but their agency, and the ability of a reader to become
aware of others’ interaction with the plot. This necessitated
changes which led to challenges similar to many interactive
narratives such as the problem of coherence and agency, and
maintaining manageable narrative structure in the face of
branches. These issues were solved with a combination of
careful rewriting, and use of common patterns such as fold-
backs and alternative nodes. Whether content was essential
for the plot or might be altered to reect a choice often im-
pacted where these choices came, often with core content
covered in a later choice if missed in an earlier one:
"For instance, all of the story-paths have
some nodes that are skippable and some that
are crucial for comprehension of the plot.
This determined how I laid out the player
choices within each individual path ... at the
end of Percy 2A and Percy 2B, the player
chooses only between Percy 3A and 3B. This
has to do with oering an earlier choice (be-
tween 2A and 2B) because either one of those
(but NOT both) is skippable."
The author also notes that the introduction of parallel
threads to the story has increased the demand on writing not
just from the perspective of content but also character design.
Where as the original linear story had a single clear protag-
onist now there are four, and "less dimensional" characters
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have had to become more "rounded". Finally the exploration
of co-presence as a use within the narrative remains exper-
imental in that both author and researcher remain unsure
of its likely impact on the narrative. This has meant its ini-
tial implementation (and consequently aect) is modest, but
hopefully substantial enough to explore its impact.
Structural Design
The over all structure of Shelley’s Heart can be seen in gure
3. Shelley’s Heart, in terms of the CDP model, makes use
of a series of parallel Canyon structures with a light imple-
mentation of a Delta structure in order to enable a degree
of user agency. In the conversion of Shelley’s Heart into a
Co-Present Locative Narrative a Parallel Threads pattern was
employed with each character having paths that run along
one another, the narrative like before includes fold-back pat-
terns and Alternative Nodes but now some of these have
been re-purposed into providing moments of Co-Presence.
During the development of Shelley’s Heart into a Co-
Present Locative Narrative several things had to be con-
sidered; The feasibility of producing new content, the com-
patibility of new content with the existing narrative, and
what suited the Co-Presence the best. All of these considera-
tions were made when designing the following Co-Present
interactions;
Character Selection Time Target Method
Percy 1 Auto First Instant Fabula Guidance
Percy 2 Auto First Delayed Discourse Guidance
John 1 Auto Last Instant Fabula Guidance
John 2 Auto Last Delayed Discourse Guidance
Byron 1 Demo Maj Instant Fabula Guidance
Byron 2 Demo Maj Delayed Discourse Guidance
Mary 1 Demo Min Instant Fabula Guidance
Mary 2 Demo Min Delayed Discourse Guidance
Inuence Methods for each of these interactions were
selected so that there eect on how a user experiences Co-
Presence could be observed, specically, this is why each of
the interaction uses a dierent form of Inuence Method.
Currently these aren’t assigned with suitability in mind as
research on how these inuence methods eect the narrative
is needed in order to make such a calculation, instead the
Inuence methods were assigned randomly.
Due to the previous design of Shelley’s Heart all of the
Inuence Timings for Fabula altering interactions had to
be Instant, this is because implementing Delayed Fabula in-
uence would have required the restructuring of the entire
narrative while only using Instant Fabula Inuence t into
the current structure of Shelley’s Heart. To compensate for
this, and to ensure the eects of Delayed Inuence were
Figure 3: Structural Design of Shelley’s Heart
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explored to an extent, it was decided that interactions that
aected Discourse would be designed to exert Delayed Inu-
ence.
5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
The aim of this work is to develop a model for describing
the inuence between users in multi-user narrative with a
specic emphasis on locative narrative as they tend to be set
in public spaces, it is to apply such model of inuences to
a Co-Present Narrative in the form of Shelley’s Heart, and
it is to use that model to contextualize the data gathered
from people experiencing Shelley’s Heart. This being done
to rstly provide a taxonomy for discussing this type of
narrative, specically, it is looking to develop a conversation
about how to best utilize the inuences between players in
order to better understand co-presence in locative narrative
going forward.
In future work we intend to evaluate our approach to
co-presence in Shelley’s Heart through a user study with
participants trying dierent paths. Through observational
study of the readers and subsequent interviews we hope
to understand whether readers were aware of the agency
of other readers in the story, and whether there was any
resulting eect on the reader’s experience.
Currently all the interactions within Shelley’s Heart are
Asynchronous therefore future work could include a synchro-
nous Co-Present Locative Narrative that encourages users
to play separate perspectives simultaneously, and it could
be used to explore how Co-Inuence eects are dierent
in a synchronous or asynchronous system. Similarly while
only guiding inuence is used in Shelley’s Heart future work
could include the exploration of how generative inuence
eects a narrative and how you’d design a narrative while
accounting for the variation that could occur in a generative
narrative if at all.
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